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Notes on Apricots at Phoenix Station,
By WM. STOWE

LOCATION OF THE ORCHARD.

apricot trees upon which the following observations
were made are upon the Experiment Station grounds

located upon Grand Avenue, about two and three-fourths
miles north-west of Phoenix. The trees were most of them
planted in the winter of 1890-91, and no further note was
made in the records in most instances save to state whether
the trees were growing well and producing fruit wood, until
the spring of 1895, when the growth of the preceding year was
measured and notes taken during the fruiting season. From
these notes and a few observations from other sources this
bulletin is compiled. The soil is a fairly rich, but rather stiff
loam, containing little alkali. It is not a typical apricot soil,
but is rather below than above the average of soils upon w|iich
the apricot is grown. To this cause may be assigned the
failure to show marked differences in growth between the
trees upon different kinds of stocks. There was a dearth of
water during the fruiting season this year, and in consequence
the fruit did not fill out as well as it would have done had
there been a sufficient supply. Good specimens of fruit of
many of the varieties often attain a weight of three ounces,
but the largest of those grown upon the Station grounds this
season weighed but two ounces.
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SPECIES OF APRICOTS.

The numerous and rapidly increasing number of varieties
of Apricots now cultivated in this country are the product of
three distinct and easily recognized species, Prunus dasycarpa,
P. Mume and P. Armeniaca. The purple apricot is of the first
named species and is easily recognized by its plum-like blos-
soms and fruit borne upon a distinct stem. The fruit clings
rather persistently to the fuzzy pit, and the dull purple color
is unattractive. It is rather sour and is not a popular strain.
The second named species, (Prunus Mume) is the Japanese or
Chinese apricot and is grown chiefly for its blossoms. There
are a few varieties sparingly grown for fruit in this country,
but the fruit is of very inferior quality. The flowers vary in
color from white to deep red, and from single to very double.

The other species (Prunus Armeniaca) furnishes nearly,
if not quite all the varieties of apricot worthy of culture in
this region. Of the varieties produced by this species there
are at least two strains—the common, sometimes called the
European and sometimes the Chinese, therein adding to the
confusion of names; the other well marked strain is called the
Russian, and is inferior in most essentials.

COMPOSITION OF THE FRUIT.

From analyses made in California it is shown that the
apricot crop draws upon the fertility of the soil as follows:
Each ton of fruit takes from the soil 5 pounds of nitrogen and
10.6 pound? of ash. In analyses of several varieties it was
found that Blenheim contained the most ash and Peach the
leasts Naturally the pits contain more ash than the fresh flesh,
but the difference is much smaller than one would be apt to
think. The average amount* of ash in the flesh alone being
but 10 pounds to the ton, and of the fresh pits alone 14
pounds to the ton. An important fact in this connection
is that nearly half the total ash ingredient consists of
potash. A ton of apricots will carry off the soil with it
4.3 pounds of potash, and a crop of fifteen tons per acre
will remove a total of 85 pounds of potash. It also takes
away 21.4 pounds of phosphoric acid and 38,7 pounds nitro-
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gen. The ash of the flesh is exceedingly rich in potash, con-
taining 58.6 per cent., while the pit has but 11 per cent. It is
the phosphoric acid that the pit takes up, the ash having 43,8
per cent, of this valuable ingredient. It has also much mag-
nesia and iron.

The flesh of the apricot constitutes about 94 per cent, of
the total weight, and the pit but 6 per cent., according to the
examination of a half dozen varieties made at the California
Experiment Station. An examination of nine varieties at
the Arizona Station resulted in finding an average of 6,2 per
cent, of the total weight of the fruit to be pit. The variety
having the smallest ratio of pit to total weight was Kaisha,
of which variety but 5.2 per cent, was pit, The largest weight
of pit was found in Breda, in which 8.1 per cent, of the total
weight was pit.

The apricot is a very jucy fruit, the flesh containing 87 per
cent, of juice to but 13 per cent, of fiber. The amount of juice
varies with different varieties from 80 to 90 per cent.

The juice of the apricot contains about 13 per cent, of
sugar, the flesh, including juice and fiber, about 12 per cent.,
and the whole fruit, including pit, about 11 per cent., showing
that there is very little sugar in the fiber and pit.

The apricot has some nutritive value, ranking among the
first fruits in this respect. In the edible portion of the fruit
there is 1.2 per cent, of albuminoids. This ingredient is very
variable, according to investigations made at Berkeley, where
a minimum of .84 per cent, and a maximum of 1.37 per cent,
of albuminoids were found.

FIELD NOTES ON VARIETIES.

BREDA, (1—1891,2—1891*) Growing on apricot stock.
This is a small, early apricot is of good flavor but not much
grown. The crop this year ripened from the middle to the
last of June. Fruit is globular of a good orange color, firm
and meaty, averaging 21 to 22 t6 the pound. The pits are
small, quite smooth, running 16 to 17 to the ounce, but be-
cause of the small fruit the pits are 8.1 per cent, of the total

*The numbers in parentheses designate the numbers under which the respect-
ive trees are recorded and the date each was planted.
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weight of the fruit. The tree is a rapid grower and forms a
good head, and is a good bearer. The trees having grown four
years are 12 to 13 feet high and have a spread of branches of
from 8-J to 9J feet. The stems or trunks, at 6 inches above
the ground, are three to four inches in diameter. The growth
in 1894 averaged nearly six and one-half feet and the maxi*
mum growth of one branch was seven and one-half i'eet,

PURPLE, (3—1891,4—1891). Growing on apricot stock.
This variety makes a good twiggy growth, but does not fruit so
young as many others. It fruits very sparingly. There were
about half a dozen upon the two trees. Does not ripen until
in July. The height of the trees at four years is 11J and 12
feet, spread of branches 8-| to 9-g feet, stems 3,5 inches in di-
ameter. The average growth last year was 6} feet, maximum
7 feet 1 inch and 7 feet 6 inches, respectively.

SARDINIAN, (5—1892, 6—1892.) Growing on apricot
stock. It is a strong grower, but does not fruit so young as
some. The lower branches are rather destitute of fruiting
twigs. Blooms early, the first blossoms this year opening on
March 6th. Fruit ripens early and was all stolen before
notes could be taken upon it. The three year's growth has
produced trees 9 to 12 feet high and with a spread of branches
of 8 feet to 10-J feet, The stems are 2.8 to 3.1 inches in diam-
eter. The mean growth last year was from 4f feet to 5J feet,
and the maximum 5 feet and 5 feet 11 inches respectively,

BLENHEIM, (7—1891, 8—1891,) Grown on Myro-
bolan ( ?) stock. This variety resembles the Royal very much.
It is usually a stronger grower and the fruit is somewhat larger,
especially if properly thinned. It ripens a little later than the
Royal, as a rule, but has the same very bad habit of splitting.
The fruits run 17 and 18 to the pound. The pits are small,
quite circular, and very smooth, 17 and 18 to the ounce, thus
being 1"-16, or 6,3 per cent, of the total weight of the fruit.
The fruit is oval in form, orange colored with flesh that is
deep yellow and tolerably rich. It is very prolific, but
whether due to the splitting or some other cause birds are
very fond of it and ate most of the crop. Trees are 11^ feet to
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12| feet high, and have a spread of 10| to 12J feet and stems
3.5 to 4.5 inches in diameter. The mean growth for last year
was 5-J to 6-J feet. Maximum growth? feet 2 inches. First blos-
soms opened this year March 6th.

BLENHEIM, (29—1898, 30—1893.) Grown on apricot
stock. When grown upon apricot it begins ripening about
the same time as when grown upon Myrobolan, but the main
part of the crop is ripened several days earlier upon the apricot
stock. This variety is well protected by a fine growth of leaves,

HEMSK1RKE, (9—1891, 10—1891). Growingon Myro-
bolan stock. Though not so vigorous a grower as some, this va-
riety makes a fair growth. It is of English origin and is
largely grown in California. The fruit is large, considerablv
flattened on the sides, a rich orange color with red cheeks,
Flesh is a clear bright orange, very tender, juicy and sprightly,
and ripens very evenly upon both sides. The pit is smooth
and the fruit, separates easily from it. It ripened this year
the middle of June, and the birds seemed fond of it, in fact
it was difficult to find perfect fruits on which to take notes.
Fruits medium to large, 12 to 18 to the pound. Fits rather
small, 14 to 15 to the ounce, or 5.4 per cent, of the fruit; a
darker color than most. The fruit is very melting, of lucious
flavor, slightly resembling that of the plum, It is easily
bruised, breaks down quickly and is not a good keeper or
shipper. The trees are 12 feet high after a growth of four
years, and have a spread of 10 feet. Stems, at six inches from
the ground, 2.7 inches and 3.6 inches in diameter. The mean
growth in 1894 was 5 and 5 | feet, and the maximum growth (i
and 6 | feet.

HEMSKIRKE, (31—1891,32—1891). Grown on apricot
stock. This variety makes a better growth upon apricot
stock and the fruit is larger and of better quality than when
grown upon Myrobolan. The trees are 13 feet tall and have a
spread of nearly 11 feet, stems 3.4 inches in diameter. The
growth upon apricot stock seems also more uniform than upon
the Myrobolan.
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MOORPARK, (11—1891, 12—1891). On . Myrobolan
stock. This is an old variety of English origin and has long
been considered the standard of excellence. The fruit is some-
what irregular in form, one cheek being larger than the other.
Color of skin is orange in the shade and brownish red where
exposed to the sun, covered with numerous dots and specks.
The flesh is unusually firm but juicy, rich and luscious in
flavor; bright orange in color, parting freely from the pit.
Upon the front of the stone is a well marked wing, and upon
the back very peculiar pits, quite noticeable when the fruit is
freed from them, The kernel of the. pit has a very marked
bitter taste. Nearly all the fruit upon the trees ripened this
year by the middle of June, but the habit of ripening unevenly
is quite marked, one side of the fruit frequently being green
when the other side is soft. Much of the fruit was carried
away by the birds. Fruit averaged 12 to the pound, and there
were 13 pits to the ounce, or 5.8 per cent, of the fruit. When
thoroughly ripened the fruit breaks down quickly and decays
rapidly. This, and the irregular bearing and uneven ripening
have caused this variety to be rejected in many localities.

MOORPARK, (33—1891, 34—1891). Grown on apricot.
This variety grown upon apricot stock does not differ from the
same upon Myrobolan stock except that the trees are slightly
more upright in habit. The fruit is somewhat better in
quality and in size than upon Myrobolan, and the russety
streaks appear upon the fruits when yet green. There was about
one third as much fruit upon the trees as upon the Royal.

ROYAL, f 13—1891, 14—1891). Grown on Myrobolan
stock. A strong and vigorous grower. This variety, of French
origin, is one of those most commonly met with. When
properly thinned the fruit is large, but it usually sets much
too full and consequently the fruit is small from overcrowding.
In this state it does not ripen evenly, but when properly
thinned is of fine color; flavor fairly good, fruit rather firm,
dark yellow and much sought after for canning and drying.
Fruit is almost round, sometimes slightly pointed, slightly
compressed upon one side. Fruit is of rather dull color, green-
ish yellow, but the cheek of good orange shade in the sun,
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sometimes with a tinge of red. Flavor somewhat vinous.
The suture is deep, and in this climate the fruit is very
apt to crack, usually so much as to render it difficult find-
ing fruits that are perfectly formed. The flesh being of such a
firm nature, it is an excellent shipper, but where not thinned
the fruit small. This year the fruits ran 19 to 20 to the pound.
Pits have three small wings upon the front, are very small,
20 to 21 to the ounce, composing 6 per cent, of the total
weight of the fruit.

KOYAL. (35—189.1, 36—1891). On apricot stock. This
variety upon apricot stock seems to differ in no way as to size
and character and growth from the same variety upon Myro-
bolan; neither is there any difference this year in the size and
quality of fruit upon the different stocks.

ST. AMBROISE,(15—1891,16—1891). Grown on Myro-
bolan. A recently introduced sort distributed by a California
firm. A moderately vigorous, upright grower. These two trees,
four years old, are 9J to 11^ feet high and have a spread of 7i
feet to 11 feet, stems are 3.5 and 4.2 inches in diameter.
Mean growth in 1894 was 3^ and 5 feet, and the maximum 4
feet 8 inches and 7 feet respectively. This is one of the largest
of the apricots; fruit is of a deep yellow color, smooth, taking on
a reddish tint in the sun; skin very smooth. The flesh is
juicy, rich and very sweet. The fruit is quite conical and
considerably flattened in form. It begins bearing early and
ripens about mid-season. First fruit is ripe early in June and
bulk of crop ripens soon after the middle of June. The fruit
is a favorite with the small boy as well as the birds and was
all stolen as soon as ripe.

ST, AMBKOISE, (37—1893, 38—1891) On apricot stock.
Growth of trees resembles in most ways the growth of same
variety upon Myrobolan stock. The fruit upon the young
tree (two years old) was, however, more advanced than upon
the older trees, while that upon the older tree (No. 38) seems
later than the fruit of the same variety upon Myrobolan.

KAISHA, (17—1891, 18—1891). Grown on apricot
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stock. This variety is from Syria and stands well in foreign
countries. In habit it somewhat resembles Royal, but has a better
leaf and fewer small branches. The trees are 12 to 13 feet high
at the end of four years growth, and have a spread of l lf to 12^
feet. The stems are 4.2 inches in diameter at six inches above
the ground. The mean growth in 1894 was 6 and 6i feet, and
the maxium 6 | and 7 feet. This variety is fairly prolific and
the fruit well distributed upon the tree, It is comparatively
late, ripening the last of June and early in July. Fruit is of
medium size, round, rather pale yellow with mottling of red
in the sun. The flesh is tender and juicy, but carries fairly
well; parts freely from the smooth, quite round and thick
pit. The fruits weigh 11 to 13 to the pound and the pits vary
frrni 13 to 15 to the ounce, and constitute 5.2 per cent, of the
fruit by weight.

MUSCH MUSCH, (19—1891, 20—1891). Grown on
apricot stock. This variety makes a medium growth and
fruits when young. Fruit is one of the latest, not ripening
until the last of June and in July; medium in size, globular.
Skin yellow, orange red where exposed to the sun. Flesh
yellow, melting, sweet. Trees are 11 to 12 feet high and
spread 9 to 10 feet; stems 3.2 inches in diameter. The
growth last season was 5i and 6 feet, the longest branches
growing 6i and 7 feet respectively.

PEACH, (21—181)2, 22—1891). Grown on apricot Of
French origin. A light grower, but one which fruits early, pro-
ducing fruit the second year planted. The fruit is roundish,
considerably compressed on its sides; suture is well marked.
The skin is yellow and orange, with deep orange mottled
with brown upon the sunny side. Flesh is saffron yellow, juicy,
having a rich and high flavor. Fruits weigh 12 to 13 to the pound
and the pits are large, considerably roughened with peculiar
punctures upon the back through which a pin may be thrust
to the kernel. Pits weigh 13 to the ounce as grown upon the
station grounds, and make 6 per cent, of the weight of fruit.
It is one of the latest, ripening in July and August. The
three year old tree is 9 feet 10 inches tall, has a spread of 8
feet and a stem of 2.5 inches in diameter. The four year old
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tree 11^ feet high,spread 8f feet, and stem 3.5 inches through.
Mean growth last year was b\ feet and the maximum 5f and
6^ feet.

BEAHGE, (23—1892, 24-1891). Grown on apricot.
This is a foreign variety somewhat resembling a Moorpark,
but very much later, as it does not ripen until the last of June
or early July. The fruit is light yellow with a blush cheek
where exposed to the sun. It is very large, 13 to 14 to the
pound, with Jarge rough pits to which the flesh adheres rather
persistently, The wings upon the face of the pit are reduced
to mere ridges. Pits weigh 12 to the ounce and constitute 7
per cent of the total weight of fruit. It is a late bloomer, first
blossoms opening the middle of March. The three
year old tree is 10 feet tall and the spread of branches is b\
feet The stem is slender, 1.7 inches in diameter. The four
year old tree is 12̂  feet tall, spread 11 feet, stem 4 2 inches
through. The mean growth last year was 3^ feet upon the
younger, and b\ feet upon the older tree. Maximum growth
4i| and 6 | feet respectively.

DE COULOURGE, (25—1891, 26—1891). Grown on
apricot. This variety is of French origin, recently introduced.
It grows well and fruits early. It is prolific, the fruit is very
large, of fine quality, ripening last of June and early in July.
One of the trees (26) has not done well and has dropped its
leaves badly at times. The other is 12i feet tall and has a
spread of 12 feet; stem 3.4 inches in diameter. Mean growth
last year was 4 | feet and the maximum 6 feet.

RUSSIAN,(27—1891,28—1892). Grown on apricot stock.
This variety is of Russian origin and said to be the most
hardy of the apricots. It makes a strong growth and fruits
well when young. The fruit is medium in size, the skin very
smooth; ripens early in June and is all gone by the last of the
month. It bears but little fruit near the base of the large
branches. It is fairly prolific. Trees are 13 feet tall and
have a spread of 10 feet. The trunks are 3.4 inches through.
The mean growth last year was 6| feet and the maximum 6 |
and 7i feet respectively.
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RUSSIAN, (71—1893, 72—1893). Two trees received
from another source and planted in 1893. First blossoms
opened on March 11th, but there was no fruit to mature. It
made a fair growth this season. The mean growth last year
was h\ feet, the longest branch 6 feet 1 inch. The trees are
7 feet 6 inches and 7 feet 10 inches tall and have a spread of 4
feet 11 inches and ti fê t respectively; stem 2 inches in di-
ameter.

VIARD,(39—1891, 40—1891). On apricot stock. This
variety grows fairly well and bears some fruit the second
year. The trees are 10 to 12 J- feet high and have a spread of
9^ to l l f feet Stem. 2.8 and 3,4 inches in diameter. The
average growth this year was 5-§ feet and maximum growth 6J
and 7 feet. It fruited fairly well this season, but the fruit
was small, ripening the latter part of June; fruits 15 and 16 to
to the pound. Pits small, 16 to the ounce, constituting 6 per
cent of the total weight, slightly roughened on the side and on
the front. Wings reduced to mere ridges, but with a roughen-
ed surface to which the flesh adheres slightly. Back of pit
punctured.

LARGE EARLY MONTGAMET, (41—1891, 42—1893).
On apricot stock. Growth strong, upright, the four year old
tree 13 feet 10 inches tall, having 11 feet spread; stem 4. 7
inches in diameter. The younger tree is 8 feet 10 inches tall
with a spread of 6f feet; stem 2.4 inches in diameter. Average
growth last year of the younger was 5 feet and of the older 6f
feet. The longest branch upon the younger tree was 5 feet 11
inches, upon the older 7 feet 6 inches. This variety is very
large when properly thinned and about a week earlier than
Royal. Fruit is conical, orange, with reddish cheek next the
sun. Flesh dark yellow or orange, firm. The younger tree
No. 42) is evidently of another variety as flesh is white and

fruit small and round, and it ripened fully a week earlier than
the Large Early Montgamet.

OULLIN'S EARLY, (43—1891). This is a good, strong
grower, with spreading branches. The tree is 12f feet tall
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and has a spread of 11 feet. The stem is 3.8 inches in di-
ameter. The average growth last year was 5 feet 7 inches,
maximum 6 feet 11 inches. It does not fruit until older than
most varieties. This year the fruit set rather sparingly.
Fruit is of large size; the first one ripened the middle of June,
and the crop was fully ripe by the last of June. It belongs to
the same class as the Peach apricot. First blossoms opened
March 11th. The small amount of fruit this year would in-
dicate that it is not sufficiently prolific for commercial use.

PRINGLE, (45—1891). Grown on Myrobolan stock.
This variety makes a fairly good growth here with fine spread-
ing head. Tree is 11J feet tall and 10^ feet spread of branches
Stem 4.5 inches in diameter Mean growth last year was 5^
feet, the maximum over 6 feet. This variety is of California
origin and one of the very earliest, beginning to ripen its fruit
in May. It is a cling-stone, of medium size and pleasant
flavor. It has no particular value except for its earliness.
Much of the fruit ripened this year by the first of June. It
was stolen as rapidly as it ripened.

RED ROMAN, (57—1893, 58—1893). On peach stock.
This variety has a thrifty appearance and made a fairly good
growth. The trees are 8 to 9 feet tall and have a spread of 9
to 9^ feet. The growth last year was very large. The mean
growth was over 6 feet upon the two trees, and the maximum
6 feet 10 inches. There were lew fruits to ripen upon this
variety this year; they were of large size; flesh dull yellow,
rather smooth and ripened early in June.

GLOIRE DU POURTALES, (59—1893, 60—1893). On
peach stock. This variety made a splendid growth last year
and this, but bore no fruit this year. Trees are 8£ feet tali
with an equal spread. Stems 2.2 inches in diameter. The
average growth last year was 6 feet.

BENNETT'S EARLY SHARPE, (65—1893, 66—1893).
On peach stock. A very rapid growing variety. The trees,
but two years old, attained a height of 10^ feet and spread of
8 feet. The mean growth last year was 7-J feet, maximum
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growth 7 feet 9 inches, showing that the growth upon all
branches was very uniform. It does not branch very freely,
but the branches are large, thrifty, with fine large dark green
leaves. There was no fruit this year.

BENNETT'S LATE SHARPE, (67—1893, 68—1893).
On peach stock. Not quite so thrifty a grower as the Early
Sharpe. Trees 8-§ feet tall with an equal spread. Stems
about 2,5 inches in diameter. The mean grrowth last year was
t) feet, the maximum 7 feet. It is more spreading in habit
and leaves are smaller than the Early Sharpe. The few fruits
ripened the middle of June.

LUIZETTE, (69—1893,70—1893). A fairly good
grower, and very upright in habit. * Trees Si feet tall with a
spread of about 6 feet; stems 2.5 inches in diameter. The
mean growth last year was 5 feet and the maximum of any
branch 6 feet. First bloom opened March 11th, but there was
no fruit to mature.

SUMMARY.

1. Our cultivated Apricots are derived from three species,
but one (Prunus Armeniaca) furnishes all that are valuable for
fruit in this region.

2. The fruit takes a large quantity of potash and phos-
phoric acid from the soil.

3. In the fruit an average of 94 per cent, is flesh and 6
per cent, is pit. Kaisha has the smallest proportion of pit and
Breda the largest.

4. There is 87 per ce:it. of juice and 13 per cent, of fiber
in the flesh of the apricot. The juice contains 13 per cent, of
sugar, the flesh 12 and the whole fruit, including pit, 11 per
cent. Of albuminoids (crude protein) there is 1.2 per cent.

5. The mean weight of fruits of all varieties was 1 ounce
each. The Breda bore the smallest fruit, averaging about 22
to the pound. The largest fruit was 12 to the pound, borne
by Kaisha and Moorpark.

6. The soil not being a typical one for either apricot,
plum or peach stock, the growth of trees upon the different
kinds of stock was practically the same.








